
 SEEING DOUBLE   
VOWEL DIGRAPHS (AA, AE, AI, etc. for each vowel – A, E, I, O, U) are tricky to see. Here they are by position in word. 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
   

 

Starts with OE- 

OECOLOGY CEGLOOOY ecology (environmental science) [n -GIES] 

OEDEMATA AADEEMOT OEDEMA, edema (excessive accumulation of serous fluid) [n] 

OEDIPEAN ADEEINOP oedipal (pertaining to libidinal feelings in child toward parent of opposite sex) [adj] 

OEILLADE ADEEILLO amorous look [n -S] 

OENOLOGY EGLNOOOY study of wines [n -GIES] 

OENOMELS EELMNOOS OENOMEL, ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey [n] 

OERSTEDS DEEORSST OERSTED, unit of magnetic intensity [n] 

OESTRINS EINORSST OESTRIN, estrin (estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus))) [n] 

OESTRIOL EILOORST estriol (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

OESTRONE EENOORST estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

OESTROUS EOORSSTU estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [adj] 

OESTRUAL AELORSTU estrual (estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals))) [adj] 

OESTRUMS EMORSSTU OESTRUM, estrum (estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [n] 

 

Contains -OE- 

ACOELOUS ACELOOSU lacking true body cavity [adj] 

ALBEDOES ABDEELOS ALBEDO, ratio of light reflected by planet to that received by it [n] 

AMOEBEAN AABEEMNO amebean (alternately responding) [adj] 

AMOEBOID ABDEIMOO AMOEBA, unicellular microscopic organism [adj] 

ARCHFOES ACEFHORS ARCHFOE, principal foe [n] 

BACKHOED ABCDEHKO BACKHOE, to use backhoe (type of excavating machine) [v] 

BACKHOES ABCEHKOS BACKHOE, to use backhoe (type of excavating machine) [v] 

BIOETHIC BCEHIIOT pertaining to ethical questions arising from advances in biology [adj] 

BOEHMITE BEEHIMOT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

BONITOES BEINOOST BONITO, marine food fish [n] 

BOOHOOED BDEHOOOO BOOHOO, to weep noisily [v] 

CALICOES ACCEILOS CALICO, cotton fabric [n] 

CANOEING ACEGINNO action or sport of paddling canoe [n -S] / CANOE, to paddle canoe (light, slender boat) [v] 

CANOEIST ACEINOST one who canoes [n -S] 

CANOEMAN AACEMNNO canoeist (one who canoes) [n -MEN] 

CANOEMEN ACEEMNNO CANOEMAN, canoeist (one who canoes) [n] 

CAPOEIRA AACEIOPR Brazilian dance [n -S] 

CATALOES AACELOST CATALO, hybrid between buffalo and cow [n] 

COEDITED CDDEEIOT COEDIT, to edit with another person [v] 

COEDITOR CDEIOORT one that coedits (to edit with another person) [n -S] 

COEFFECT CCEEFFOT accompanying effect [n -S] 

COELIACS ACCEILOS COELIAC, celiac (one that has chronic nutritional disturbance) [n] 

COELOMES CEELMOOS COELOME, coelom (body cavity in some animals) [n] 

COELOMIC CCEILMOO COELOM, body cavity in some animals [adj] 

COEMBODY BCDEMOOY to embody jointly [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

COEMPLOY CELMOOPY to employ together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COEMPTED CDEEMOPT COEMPT, to buy up entire supply of product [v] 

COENACTS ACCENOST COENACT, to enact jointly or at same time [v] 

COENAMOR ACEMNOOR to inflame with mutual love [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COENDURE CDEENORU to endure together [v -D, -RING, -S] 
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COENURES CEENORSU COENURE, coenurus (tapeworm larva) [n] 

COENURUS CENORSUU tapeworm larva [n -RI] 

COENZYME CEEMNOYZ substance necessary for functioning of certain enzymes [n -S] 

COEQUALS ACELOQSU COEQUAL, one who is equal with another [n] 

COEQUATE ACEEOQTU to equate with something else [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COERCERS CCEEORRS COERCER, one that coerces (to compel by force or threat) [n] 

COERCING CCEGINOR COERCE, to compel by force or threat [v] 

COERCION CCEINOOR act of coercing (to compel by force or threat) [n -S] 

COERCIVE CCEEIORV serving to coerce [adj] 

COERECTS CCEEORST COERECT, to erect together [v] 

COESITES CEEIOSST COESITE, type of silica (form of silicon) [n] 

COEVALLY ACELLOVY contemporarily (in contemporary manner) [adv] 

COEVOLVE CEELOOVV to evolve together [v -D, -VING, -S] 

COEXERTS CEEORSTX COEXERT, to exert jointly [v] 

COEXISTS CEIOSSTX COEXIST, to exist together [v] 

COEXTEND CDEENOTX to extend through same space or time as another [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COOEEING CEEGINOO COOEE, to cry out shrilly [v] 

COOEYING CEGINOOY COOEY, to cooee (to cry out shrilly) [v] 

CRAMBOES ABCEMORS CRAMBO, word game [n] 

CUCKOOED CCDEKOOU CUCKOO, to repeat monotonously [v] 

DIOECIES CDEEIIOS DIOECY, dioecism (state of being dioicous (unisexual)) [n] 

DIOECISM CDEIIMOS state of being dioicous (unisexual) [n -S] 

DOESKINS DEIKNOSS DOESKIN, skin of doe [n] 

DOMINOES DEIMNOOS DOMINO, small mask [n] 

DRONGOES DEGNOORS DRONGO, tropical bird [n] 

DYSPNOEA ADENOPSY dyspnea (labored breathing) [n -S]  

ENHALOED ADEEHLNO ENHALO, to surround with halo [v] 

ENHALOES AEEHLNOS ENHALO, to surround with halo [v] 

EPOPOEIA AEEIOOPP epopee (epic poem) [n -S] 

ERINGOES EEGINORS ERINGO, eryngo (medicinal herb) [n] 

ERYNGOES EEGNORSY ERYNGO, medicinal herb [n] 

EUPHROES EEHOPRSU EUPHROE, device used to adjust shipboard awning [n] 

EUPNOEAS AEENOPSU EUPNOEA, eupnea (normal breathing) [n] 

EUPNOEIC CEEINOPU EUPNOEA, eupnea (normal breathing) [adj] 

EVILDOER DEEILORV one that does evil [n -S] 

EXOERGIC CEEGIORX releasing energy (capacity for vigorous activity) [adj] 

FAIRGOER AEFGIORR one who attends fair [n -S] 

FIASCOES ACEFIOSS FIASCO, complete failure [n] 

FILMGOER EFGILMOR one that goes to see motion pictures [n -S] 

FOETIDLY DEFILOTY FOETID, fetid (having offensive odor) [adv] 

FOETUSES EEFOSSTU FOETUS, fetus (unborn organism carried within womb in later stages of its development) [n] 

FOREDOES DEEFOORS FOREDO, to fordo (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v] 

FOREGOER EEFGOORR one that foregoes (to go before) [n -S] 

FOREGOES EEFGOORS FOREGO, to go before [v] 

FORGOERS EFGOORRS FORGOER, one that forgoes (to refrain from) [n] 

FRESCOED CDEEFORS FRESCO, to paint on surface of plaster [v] 
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FRESCOER CEEFORRS one that frescoes (to paint on surface of plaster) [n -S] 

FRESCOES CEEFORSS FRESCO, to paint on surface of plaster [v] 

GAZABOES AABEGOSZ GAZABO, fellow [n] 

GAZEBOES ABEEGOSZ GAZEBO, roofed structure open on sides [n] 

GHERAOED ADEEGHOR GHERAO, to coerce by physical means [v] 

GHERAOES AEEGHORS GHERAO, to coerce by physical means [v] 

GHETTOED DEEGHOTT GHETTO, to isolate in slum [v] 

GHETTOES EEGHOSTT GHETTO, to isolate in slum [v] 

GINGKOES EGGIKNOS GINGKO, ginkgo (ornamental tree) [n] 

GINKGOES EGGIKNOS GINKGO, ornamental tree [n] 

GOETHITE EEGHIOTT ore of iron [n -S] 

GROTTOED DEGOORTT GROTTO, cave [adj] 

GROTTOES EGOORSTT GROTTO, cave [n] 

GUMSHOED DEGHMOSU GUMSHOE, to investigate stealthily [v] 

GUMSHOES EGHMOSSU GUMSHOE, to investigate stealthily [v] 

GYNOECIA ACEGINOY gynecia (pistil of flower) [n GYNOECIA] 

HALLOOED ADEHLLOO HALLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HEMOCOEL CEEHLMOO body cavity [n -S] 

HOECAKES ACEEHKOS HOECAKE, cornmeal cake [n] 

HOEDOWNS DEHNOOSW HOEDOWN, square dance [n] 

HOLLOOED DEHLLOOO HOLLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

HONCHOED CDEHHNOO HONCHO, to take charge of [v] 

HONCHOES CEHHNOOS HONCHO, to take charge of [v] 

HOODOOED DDEHOOOO HOODOO, to jinx (to bring bad luck to) [v] 

HULLOOED DEHLLOOU HULLOO, to hallo (to shout (to utter loudly)) [v] 

INDIGOES DEGIINOS INDIGO, blue dye [n] 

IPOMOEAS AEIMOOPS IPOMOEA, flowering plant [n] 

JINGKOES EGIJKNOS JINGKO, ginkgo (ornamental tree) [n] 

KABLOOEY ABEKLOOY used to indicate abrupt happening [interj] 

KIMONOED DEIKMNOO KIMONO, loose robe [adj] 

LASSOERS AELORSSS LASSOER, one that lassos (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [n] 

LATIGOES AEGILOST LATIGO, strap used to fasten saddle [n] 

LAVABOES AABELOSV LAVABO, ceremonial washing in certain Christian churches [n] 

LOESSIAL AEILLOSS LOESS, soil deposit [adj] 

MISDOERS DEIMORSS MISDOER, one that misdoes (to do wrongly) [n] 

NIELLOED DEEILLNO NIELLO, to decorate with niello [v] 

NOESISES EEINOSSS NOESIS, process of reason [n] 

ORTHOEPY EHOOPRTY study of correct pronunciation [n -PIES] 

OUTDOERS DEOORSTU OUTDOER, one that outdoes (to exceed in performance) [n] 

OVERDOER DEEOORRV one that overdoes (to do to excess) [n -S] 

OVERDOES DEEOORSV OVERDO, to do to excess [v] 

PARANOEA AAAENOPR paranoia (mental disorder) [n -S] 

PLAYGOER AEGLOPRY one who attends theater [n -S] 

POECHORE CEEHOOPR semiarid region [n -S] 

POETICAL ACEILOPT poetic (pertaining to poetry (literary work in metrical form)) [adj] 

POETISED DEEIOPST POETISE, to poetize (to write poetry) [v] 
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POETISER EEIOPRST poetizer (one that poetizes (to write poetry)) [n -S] 

POETISES EEIOPSST POETISE, to poetize (to write poetry) [v] 

POETIZED DEEIOPTZ POETIZE, to write poetry [v] 

POETIZER EEIOPRTZ one that poetizes (to write poetry) [n -S] 

POETIZES EEIOPSTZ POETIZE, to write poetry [v] 

POETLESS EELOPSST lacking poet (one who writes poems (composition in verse)) [adj] 

POETLIKE EEIKLOPT resembling poet (one who writes poems (composition in verse)) [adj] 

POETRIES EEIOPRST POETRY, literary work in metrical form [n] 

PONCHOED CDEHNOOP PONCHO, type of cloak [adj] 

POTATOES AEOOPSTT POTATO, edible tuber of cultivated plant [n] 

PROEMIAL AEILMOPR PROEM, introductory statement [adj] 

PROETTES EEOPRSTT PROETTE, female professional athlete [n] 

RACEGOER ACEEGORR one who regularly goes to horse races [n -S] 

REECHOED CDEEEHOR REECHO, to echo again [v] 

REECHOES CEEEHORS REECHO, to echo again [v] 

REZEROED DEEEORRZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

REZEROES EEEORRSZ REZERO, to reset (gauge) back to zero [v] 

ROEBUCKS BCEKORSU ROEBUCK, male of small Eurasian deer [n] 

ROENTGEN EEGNNORT unit of radiation dosage [n -S] 

SHACKOES ACEHKOSS SHACKO, shako (type of military hat) [n] 

SHOEBILL BEHILLOS wading bird [n -S] 

SHOEHORN EHHNOORS to force into small space [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHOELACE ACEEHLOS lace for fastening shoe [n -S] 

SHOELESS EEHLOSSS having no shoe [adj] 

SHOEPACK ACEHKOPS shoepac (waterproof boot) [n -S] 

SHOEPACS ACEHOPSS SHOEPAC, waterproof boot [n] 

SHOETREE EEEHORST device shaped like foot that is inserted into shoe to preserve its shape [n -S] 

SHOWGOER EGHOORSW one that attends show [n -S] 

SKIDOOED DDEIKOOS SKIDOO, to skiddoo (to go away) [v] 

SKIDOOER DEIKOORS one that rides on snowmobile [n -S] 

STEREOED DEEEORST STEREO, to make type of printing plate [v] 

STUCCOED CCDEOSTU STUCCO, to coat with type of plaster [v] 

STUCCOER CCEORSTU one that stuccoes (to coat with type of plaster) [n -S] 

STUCCOES CCEOSSTU STUCCO, to coat with type of plaster [v] 

SUBPOENA ABENOPSU to summon with type of judicial writ [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TATTOOED ADEOOTTT TATTOO, to mark skin with indelible pigments [v] 

TATTOOER AEOORTTT one that tattoos (to mark skin with indelible pigments) [n -S] 

TOECLIPS CEILOPST TOECLIP, device that holds front of cyclist's shoe to pedal [n] 

TOEHOLDS DEHLOOST TOEHOLD, space that supports toes in climbing [n] 

TOENAILS AEILNOST TOENAIL, to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v] 

TOEPIECE CEEEIOPT piece of shoe designed to cover toes [n -S] 

TOEPLATE AEELOPTT metal tab attached to tip of shoe [n -S] 

TOESHOES EEHOOSST TOESHOE, dance slipper without heel [n] 

TOMATOES AEMOOSTT TOMATO, fleshy, edible fruit of perennial plant [n] 

TOMATOEY AEMOOTTY TOMATO, fleshy, edible fruit of perennial plant [adj] 

TUXEDOED DDEEOTUX TUXEDO, man's semiformal dinner coat [adj] 
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TUXEDOES DEEOSTUX TUXEDO, man's semiformal dinner coat [n] 

UNPOETIC CEINOPTU not poetic (pertaining to poetry (literary work in metrical form)) [adj] 

VIRAGOES AEGIORSV VIRAGO, noisy, domineering woman [n] 

VOODOOED DDEOOOOV VOODOO, to hex (to cast evil spell upon) [v] 

WEIRDOES DEEIORSW WEIRDO, weirdie (very strange person) [n] 

WELLDOER DEELLORW doer of good deeds [n -S] 

WHACKOES ACEHKOSW WHACKO, wacko (wacky person) [n] 

WOEFULLY EFLLOUWY WOEFUL, full of woe [adv] 

ZOETROPE EEOOPRTZ optical toy in which series of pictures rotates to give illusion of motion [n -S] 

ZOOECIUM CEIMOOUZ sac secreted and lived in by aquatic organism [n -IA] 

ZOOGLOEA AEGLOOOZ zooglea (jellylike mass of bacteria) [n -E, -S] 

 

Ends with -OE 

OVERSHOE EEHOORSV protective outer shoe [n -S] 

PAHOEHOE AEEHHOOP smooth solidified lava [n -S] 

SANDSHOE ADEHNOSS lightweight sneaker [n -S] 

SNOWSHOE EHNOOSSW to walk on snowshoes (oval frames that allow person to walk on deep snow) [v -D, -ING, -

S] 

TIPPYTOE EIOPPTTY to tiptoe (to walk on tips of one's toes) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

TUCKAHOE ACEHKOTU edible root of certain arums [n -S] 

 


